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VIA HAND DELIVERY
Ms. Marlene Dortch
Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street SW
Washington, DC 20554
RE:
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New Wavo Communication Group, Inc.
Amended Objection to License to Cover Application, Complaint of
Interference and Request for Order to Terminate Operations
(K26ODD, Houston, TX (Facility ID No. 147130))

Dear Ms. Dortch:
On behalf of New Wavo Communication Group, Inc. ("New Wavo"), transmitted herewith
is one (1) original and four (4) copies of New Wavo's Amended Objection to License to Cover
Application, Complaint of Interference and Request for Order to Terminate Operations (K26ODD,
Houston, TX (Facility ID No. 147130)) ("Amended Objection"), initially filed on March 19, 2018.
The Amended Objection corrects pagination issues in the original version of the pleading. No
other changes to the original pleading have been made.
Please date stamp and return the additional copy of the pleading attached hereto. Should
you have any questions regarding this transmittal, please contact the undersigned.

Respectfully submitted,
FLETCHER, HEALD & HThDREJHE, PLC

Keenan P. Adamchak
Counsel for New Wavo Communication Group, Inc.
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In re Application of
Aleluya Broadcasting Network
For a License to Cover an FM Translator

To:

FCC File No. BLFT-20180214AAT
Call Sign
K26ODD/K248BD
Facility ID No.
147130

Chief, Audio Division, Media Bureau

OBJECTION TO LICENSE TO COVER APPLICATION, COMPLAINT OF
INTERFERENCE, AND REQUEST FOR ORDER TO TERMINATE OPERATIONS BY
NEW WAVO COMMUNICATION GROUP, INC.

New Wavo Communication Group, Inc. ("New Wavo"), pursuant to Sections 73.3 587 and
74.1203 of the Commission's rules,' hereby submits this informal objection to the above-captioned
application for a license to cover (FCC File No. BLFT-20180214AAT) ("License to Cover
Application") a construction permit for FM translator K26ODD, Houston, Texas (Facility ID
No. 147130) (formerly K248BD, Hemphill, Texas) ("K26ODD"),2 for new facilities to operate at
99.9 MHz on Channel 260. Aleluya Broadcasting Network ("ABN") is the licensee/permittee of
K26ODD. New Wavo is the licensee of KVST(FM), Huntsville, Texas (Facility ID No. 26858)
("KVST"), which operates at 99.7 MHz on Channel 259.

New Wavo objects to K26ODD's

License to Cover Application because: (1) K26ODD's current operations are causing interference

1

47 C.F.R. § 73.3587, 74.1203.

2

K26ODD is currently licensed to operate as K248BD, Hemphill, Texas at 97.5 MHz on
Channel 248. See FCC File No. BLFT-20070629CCB.

K26ODD's License to Cover Application was filed to cover construction permit
FCC File No. BMPFT-20170814ABL (granted Nov. 3, 2017) ("Construction Permit").
See FCC File No. BLH-20171 IO7ACK.

to the operations of KVST; and (2) ABN failed to disclose in K26ODD's License to Cover
Application its non-compliance with the program testing conditions in the translator's
Construction Permit.
I.

K26ODD'S CURRENT OPERATIONS ARE INTERFERING WITH
KVST'S SIGNAL

Section 74.1203(a) provides, in pertinent part, that an FM translator station "will not be
permitted to continue to operate it if causes any actual interference to . . . the direct reception by
the public of the off-the-air signals of any authorized broadcast station. . . ." The FCC interprets
this rule very broadly as it "places no geographic or temporal limitation on complaints

"6 The

FM translator rules strictly prohibit interference by these stations with the signals of full-power
FM stations due to their secondary nature, and the requirement that they provide interference-free
service.7 Accordingly, Section 74.1203(b) of the Commission's rules requires the FCC to order
the offending translator to cease operations when the interference cannot be properly eliminated.8
On or about February 5,2018, New Wavo was alerted of a signal interference with KVST's
broadcast.9 Based on the listener complaints received, New Wavo concluded that K26ODD was

5

47 C.F.R. § 74.1203(a).

6

Association for Community Education, inc., Memorandum Opinion and Order,
19 FCC Rcd. 12682, 12688, ¶ 15 (2004) (citing Forus FM Broadcasting of New York, Inc.,
Memorandum Opinion and Order, 7 FCC Rcd. 7880, 7882, ¶ 16 (1992) ("Forus")). See also
Engineering Statement of Bertram S. Goldman at 2 ("Engineering Statement"), attached hereto as
Exhibit B ("It is a well-known fact that most FM stations provide service well beyond their
"standard" contours. . . People listen to a radio station wherever they can receive it regardless of
the location of standard contours. It is also a well-known fact that in the absence of interference,
a perfectly listenable signal is attainable with 40 dBi or less signal.").
See Forus, 7 FCC Rcd. at 7882, ¶ 12 (discussing FM booster stations).
8

47 C.F.R. § 74.1203(b).

Engineering Statement at 1. See also K248BD relaunches on 99.9, RADIO DISCUSSIONS,
co ino tc pJ±7.O8O I 7J248BDrLauc e\n-999&highiight=K248BD (last visited Mar. 15, 2018), attached hereto as Exhibit C (various listeners
noting interference to KVST due to operations on 99.9 MHz, as early as February 5, 2018);
2

the likely source of KVST's interference due to the "widespread [reported] areas of interference"
as a result of operations "at significantly more than the permitted 150 watt ERP" on KVST's firstadjacent channel - Channel 260.10 Further inquiry by New Wavo demonstrated that "[w]hile most
of the interference is taking place in the area around K26ODD's transmitter, there is interference
to KVST's signal even in Huntsville, Texas - KVST's community of license - which has been
confirmed to be from K26ODD."
As evidenced by the listener complaints attached hereto as Exhibit A, KVST's listeners
began having difficulties tuning into KVST throughout its service area sometime during
February 2018 - with some listeners reporting that interference with KVST began as early as
December 2017.12 The bonajIde complainants listed in Exhibit A are only a small fraction of the
KVST listeners that New Wavo has received complaints from to date. In addition, New Wavo has
documented at least 19 listeners who were adversely affected by K26ODD's interference with
KVST's signal.'3 Furthermore, KVST experienced a reduction in advertising revenue as a direct

Declaration of Dade Moore at ¶ 3 (dated Mar. 19, 2018) ("Moore Declaration"), attached hereto
as Exhibit E (noting Mr. Moore's participation in the web forum).
10
Engineering Statement at 2.
11

Seeid.atl.

12

See Id. See also Declaration of Brian Smith (dated Mar. 1, 2018), attached hereto at
Exhibit A (experiencing interference beginning February 10, 2018); Declaration of Stacey E.
Schulter (dated Feb. 21, 2018), attached hereto at Exhibit A (experiencing interference beginning
mid-January 2018); Declaration of Amcely Vasquez (dated Feb. 20, 2018), attached hereto at
Exhibit A (experiencing interference beginning December 25, 2017); Declaration of Ashley
Watson (dated Feb. 19, 2018), attached hereto at Exhibit A (experiencing interference beginning
"around New Years 2018").
13
Engineering Statement at 1, 5-8; Declaration of Benjamin B. Amato at ¶ 5 (dated Mar. 19,
2018) ("Amato Declaration"), attached hereto as Exhibit B ("Since early February 2018,
New Wavo has received numerous listener complaints regarding their inability to tune to KVST
on 99.7 MHz as early as December 2017 in some instances."). See also Engineering Statement at
4, Fig. I (noting locations of listener complainants).
3

result of the degradation of KVST's signal caused by K26ODD's interference.'4 As a result,
K26ODD's interference with KVST's signal has caused irreparable financial harm to the station
and its licensee)5 New Wavo has attempted to work with ABN to find a solution to remediate the
interference, but its attempts were unavailing.'6 Accordingly, the FCC must immediately order
K26ODD to cease operations pursuant to Section 74.1203(b) of the Commission's rules, and to
dismiss or deny K26ODD's License to Cover Application.
II.

ABN COMMENCED K26ODD'S OPERATIONS ON CHANNEL 260
PRIOR TO FILING THE LICENSE TO COVER APPLICATION

Section 74.14(a) of the Commission's rules prohibits the operation of an FM translator's
new facilities pursuant to its construction permit prior to filing a license to cover application.'7
Furthermore, Section 73.3566(a) of the Commission's rules states that "[ajpplications which are
determined to be patently not in accordance with the FCC rules, regulations, or other
requirements . . . will be considered defective and[,] . . . if inadvertently accepted for filing[,] will

Amato Declaration at ¶ 6; Id. at ¶ 7 ("A significant number of advertisers from Magnolia
and Tomball, Texas, have refrained from advertising on KVST since K26ODD began interfering
with KVST's signal. Magnolia and Tomball, Texas are important business communities within
KVST's service area, and therefore, an important source of advertising revenue for the station.").
See also Engineering Statement at 1-2 (same).
Amato Declaration at ¶ 8.
16

Moore Declaration at ¶ 5 ("In an effort to mitigate K26ODD's degradation of KVST's
signal, I discussed the interference issue with K26ODD's engineers. K26ODD's engineers refused
to cooperate with my efforts, and informed me that KVST's only recourse was to 'talk to {ABN's]
lawyers.' Since my contact with K26ODD's engineers, ABN has not contacted me to mitigate the
interference issue."). See also Engineering Statement at 2-3 (same).
'.'
47 C.F.R. § 74.14(a) ("Upon completion of construction of a radio station in accordance
with the terms of the construction permit.. . and when an application for station license has been
filed. . . the permittee. . . may. . . conduct service or program tests." (emphasis added)).
4

be dismissed."8 The FCC has extended the provisions of Section 73.3566(a) to FM translators,'9
and has previously sanctioned broadcasters for commencing operations prior to filing license to
cover applications for their translator stations.20
On November 3, 2017, the Commission granted ABN's construction permit application to
move K26ODD's operations to Channel 260/99.9 MHz at Houston, Texas.2'

K26ODD's

Construction Permit, however, contained the following condition: "Prior to commencing program
test operations, [an] FM Translator. . . perrnittee must have on file at the Commission

[an]

Application for an FM Translator. . . License, pursuant to 47 C.F.R. Section 74.14.22
evidenced by the listener complaints, however, K26ODD was operating on Channel 260 at least as
early as February 5, 2018 (and maybe as early as December 2017)23 - which was before ABN filed
the License to Cover Application on February 16, 2018. Nevertheless, ABN stated in K26ODD's
License to Cover Application that it had complied with "all terms, conditions, and obligations set
forth in its underlying construction permit.

18

•24

Id. at § 73.3566(a).

See, e.g., Gary S. Smithwick, Esq. & John Garziglia, Esq., Letter, 28 FCC Rcd. 8929
(Med. Bur. 2013).
20
See, e.g., Application of Juan Alberto Ayala, Memorandum Opinion and Order and Notice
of Apparent Liability for Forfeiture, 27 FCC Rcd. 16033, 16033, ¶ 1 (MB 2012) (finding that
Ayala violated Section 74.14 and terms of the construction permit "by failing to timely file a
Form 350 application before initiating program tests, [and] by operating the Station without
authorization for seven months before filing its Form 350 license application" (emphasis added))
(imposing $11,000.00 forfeiture).
21
Construction Permit at 1.
22

23

Id.at3.

See Engineering Statement at 1; Amato Declaration at ¶ 3. See also supra note 12.

24

See License to Cover Application at Sec. II, Item 2 (answering "Yes" in response to
question).
5

Accordingly, it is evident that ABN violated Section 74.14 of the Commission's rules by
commencing K26ODD's operations on Channel 260 before it filed the License to Cover
Application. Furthermore, it is clear that AI3N violated Section 73.3566(a) by failing to disclose
in K26ODD's l.icense to Cover Application that it did not comply with all of the conditions in the
translator's Construction PermIt by commencing operations of the station prior to filing the
License to Cover Application.

Consequently, K26ODD's License to Cover Application is

defective, and therefore, the FCC must dismiss or deny the application.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, New Wavo respectfully requests that the Commission grant the
objection, dismiss or deny K26ODD's License to Cover Application, and order ABN to cease
operations of K26ODD on Channel 260 immediately pursuant to Section 74.1203(b) of the
Commission's rules.

Respectfully submitted,

Fletcher, Heald & HiIdréth, PLC
130QN 17th Street, Suite 1100
Arlington, VA 22209
Tel:
(703) 812-0400
Fax: (703) 812-0486
Email: jazzothhlaw.com
adanichak@thhlaw.com
Counsel Jbr New Wavo Connnunicallon Group, Inc.

Dated: March 19, 2018
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EXHIBIT A
Listener Complaints

DECLARATION

-

, declare, under penalty of perjury, that the

r -

following is true and correct, to the best of my information, knowledge and belief:
I reside at

1'•

F iN'

(7

.

f

My place of

emplonent is located at (\ t

I have been a listener of Radio Station KVST on 99.7 MHz, for

2" j t Y

and I

listen to and value the programming that it provides for its listeners. I listen to KVST at my
home/office/both home and office andlor in driving between my home and office.
Since approximately

'__,

my ability to listen to KVST has been detrimentally

affected by interference from what appears to be another Station's programming, Prior to this
date, I was able to listen to KVST, from the same location(s) without any interference
whatsoever.
I ask that the Federal Communications Commission take such actions as are necessary in
order to allow me to listen to an interference-free KVST where I wish to.

Executed at

_________

Texas on the_____ day of

,2018.

DECLARATION

declare, under penalty of perjury, that the
following is true and correct, to the best of my information, knowledge and belief:
sideatfl
employment is located at

I have been a listener of Radio Station KVST an 99.7 MHz, for

\L

\.

5

and I

listen to and value the programming that it provides for its listeners, I listen to KVST at my
home/office/both home and office and/or in driving between my home and office.
Since approximately

\,

my ability to listen to KVST has been detrimentally

affected by interference from what appears to be another Station's programming. Prior to this
date, I was able to listen to KVST, from the same location(s) without any interference
whatsoever.
I ask that the Federal Communications Commission take such actions as are necessary in
order to allow me to listen to an interference-free KVST where I wish to,
Executed at

rS

tk

Texas on the

day of

, 2018.

DECLARATION

-

.S*a

t.&-

I +eQ

, declare, under penalty of perjury, that the

following is true and correct, to the best of my infonnation, knowledge and belief:
I reside at

\

employment is located at

'\

Y3 ")S

R&. E.

piace of

Q_

I have been a listener of Radio Station KVST on 99,7 MHz, for ,/

and I

listen to and value the programming that it provides for its listeners. I listen to KVST at my
home/office/both home and office and/or in driving between my home and office.
approxiniat y

my ability to listen to K.VST has been detrimentally

affected by interference from what appears to be another Station's programming. Prior to this
date, I was able to listen to KVST, from the same location(s) without any interference
whatsoever.
I ask that the Federal Communications Commission take such actions as are necessary in
order to allow mc to listen to an interference-free KVST where I wish to.
Executed at? , Texas on the4 /

day of_____

2018.

DECLARATION

declare, under penalty of perjury, that the
following is true and correct, to the best of my information, knowledge and belief:
I reside at
employment is located a

I have been a listener of Radio Station KVST on 997 MHz, for

and I

listen to and value the programmg that it provides for its listeners. I listen to KVST at my
home/office/both home and office nd/or in driving between my home and office.
Since approximately

, my ability to listen to KVST has been detrimentally

affected by interference from what appears to be another Station's programming. Prior to this
date. I was able to listen to KVST, from the same location(s) without any interference
whatsoever.
I ask that the Federal Communications Commission take such actions as are necessary in
order to allow me to listen to an interference-free KVST where I wish to.

Executed at

Texas on the 't (1' day of

DECLARATION

declare under penalty of perjury, that the
following is true and correct, to the best of my information, knowledge and belief:

I reside at

J j)

U1fA\fIJJ A<L

LK.

place of

employm

I have been a listener of Radio Station KVST on 99.7 MHz, for

LA.

and I

listen to and value the programming that it provides for its listeners, I listen to KVST at my
home/office/both home and office and/or in driving between my home and office.
Since approximately

y ability to listen to KVST has been detrimentally

affected by interference from what appears to be another Station's programming. Prior to this
date, I was able to listen to KVST, from the same location(s) without any interference
whatsoev
I ask that the Federal Communications Commission take such actions as are necessary in
order to allow me to listen to an interferencefree KVST where I wish to.
Executed at %iLA r\LA

, Texas on the

day of iY)

, 2018.

EXHIBIT B
Engineering Statement

Goldman Engineering Management
Auburn, CA

ENGINEERING STATEMENT
This engineering statement has been prepared on behalf of New Wavo Communication
Group, Inc. ("New Wavo"), licensee of KVST(FM), Huntsville, Texas, in support of
New Wavo's informal complaint of actual interference to full power station KVST by first
adjacent FM translator K26ODD, Houston, Texas (formerly K248BD, Hemphill, Texas), licensed
to Aleluya Broadcasting Network ("ABN").
KVST is licensed to operate on Channel 259C3 (99.7 MHz) with 10.5kW effective
radiated power ("ERP") at 155 meters height above average terrain ("HAAT").

KVST is

licensed to Huntsville, Texas, and provides service to areas and populations within its 40 dB
FCC contour.

While most of the interference is taking place in the area around K26ODD's

transmitter, there is interference to KVST's signal even in Huntsville, Texas - KVST's
community of license - which has been confirmed to be from K26ODD.
ABN was operating of K26ODD at 99.9 MHz as early as February 5, 2018 - which is
when KVST began receiving complaints from listeners - although ABN did not file K260DD's
license to cover application ("FCC Form 350") with the FCC until February 16, 2018. The
FCC's rules require that operation not begin with newly permitted facilities until after the
FCC Form 350 is filed.

New Wavo has documented at least 19 listeners who have been

adversely affected by interference from this translator - some of which reside inside KVST's 70
dB.t city grade contour. The KVST listener complainants represent only a small fraction of the
listeners KVST has received complaints from in the affected area, and much of the advertiser
revenue to KVST comes from the area of interference. KVST derives much of its advertising
income from businesses in the area around Magnolia and Tomball, Texas, which are important

560 Perkins Way, Auburn, CA 95603

business communities within KVST's licensed service area. Further, KVST is being hampered
in its service to its community of license, Huntsville, Texas.
HARMFUL INTERFERENCE
It is a well-known fact that most FM stations provide service well beyond their
"standard" contours - which are computed according to the prediction method prescribed in the
FCC's rules.

People listen to a radio station wherever they can receive it regardless of the

location of standard contours. It is also a well-known fact that in the absence of interference, a
perfectly listenable signal is attainable with 40 dBi or less signal.
Section 74.1203(a) of the Commission's rules states in part that an FM translator "will
not be permitted to continue to operate it if causes any actual interference to . . . the direct
reception by the public of the off-the-air signals of any authorized broadcast station. . .
New Wavo requests relief from the current unacceptable interference to KVST's signal caused
by K26ODD's current operations.

Reports from listeners suggest that K26ODD is being

significantly over modulated, and based on the widespread areas of interference, likely operating
at significantly more than the permitted 150 watt ERP. The local KVST engineer, Dade Moore,
has attempted to discuss the interference with representatives of ABN regarding K26ODD, and
he has reported that the response from those representatives has been "talk to our lawyers."
Accordingly, there has been no attempt by ABN to work with KVST to mitigate the interference
being experienced by the K26ODD translator - although ABN is fully aware of the issue.
CONCLUSION
The proposed ABN application is in violation of Section 74.1203(a) of the Commission's
rules. It has been clearly demonstrated above that the K26ODD operation on Channel 260D has
caused, and is continuing to cause, significant interference to the listeners of KVST even within
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its community of license, Huntsville, Texas. Accordingly, New Wavo respectfully requests the
Commission to protect KVST's current listenership by denying K26ODD's FCC Form 350.
CERTIFICATION
The undersigned hereby certifies that the foregoing statement and associated attachments
were prepared by him or under his direct supervision, and that they are true and correct to the
best of his knowledge and belief.

Bertram S. Goldman
Goldman Engineering Management
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Figure 1- KVST, K26ODD 60 dBi Contours and confirmed interference locations
Interference Complaints to KVST, 99.7MHz
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Figure 2- Address Key at Each Documented Listener Location
1- A. Vasquez
2605 Chimney Rock Rd.
Huntsville, TX.
30-44-47 N, 95-34-50 W
2- Joey Schultea Jr
San Jacinto Sherriff Dept.
30-35-27 N, 95-07-54 W

3- Brandy Beyer
20331 New Kentucky Village, Hockley, TX 77447-8774
wavne.brandy@gmail.com
713-594-3449
30.0845636, -95.7634013
4- Dawn Stone
9615 Gold Rush Spring Dr., Tomball, TX 77375-8717
Ladyandtheampl@gmail.com
713-515-8300
30.0290501, -95.5777622

5- Bruce Hillegeist
20339 Telge Rd., Tomball, TX 77377-6305
bruceh@tomballchamber.org
281-782-1408
30.0638237, -95.6690065

6- Amy Mason
26003 Di Jon Dr., Tomball, TX 77377-7256
amyamason@vahoo.com
713-412-1882
30.0548945, -95.6366269
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7- Rosalie Dillon
14166 Turner Vine La., Tomball, TX 77375-4050
rdillon@tomballtx.gov
281-610-2595
30.1084322, -95.6385161
8- Allison Glaesmann
9618 Gold Rush Springs Dr., Tomball, TX 77375-8717
al1isonglaesmann@igmail.com
832-477-1092
30.0294499, -95.5778853
9- Denise D. Davis
11430 Sugarbowl Dr., Tomball, TX 77375-2843
ddavis@twfg.com
281-684-1111
30.0473954, -95.5908518

10- Stacy Moore
15611 Birchview Dr., Tomball, TX 77377-8636
stacvkmoore@ivahoo.com
713-824-0667
3 0.0012093, -95.6033492

11- Craig A. Bogner
23902 Kuykendahl Rd., Tomball, TX 77375
craigtomba1Igermanfest.org
832-715-6291
30.1092146, -95.55626457
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12- Wayne Arrington
18802 S. Roselake Dr., Tomball, TX 77377-3 503
warrington@firstlighthomecare.com
832-380-8265
30.0814534, -95.7166028

13- Holly Knee
384 Skylark St
Magnolia, TX 77355
(281)541-5393
ilexanngrnail.com
30.1275216, -95.7776606

14- Holly Smith
19909 Topaz Ridge
Magnolia, Tx 77355
281-330-6697
HolySrnith@wiHs.corn
30. 1682286, -95 .7671262

15- Donna Moritz
2217 Coriander Drive
Magnolia, Tx 77355
281-685-3743
ddmorftzi@yahoo.com
30.1331411, -95.7803166
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16- Angela Foltin
18886 Maverick Ranch Rd East
Magnolia, Tx 77355
713-851-1631
anelaknee@)sbcg obaLnet
30.2111579, -95.8035642
17- Brian Smith
293 FM 1791
Huntsville, TX
30.6916382, -95.6175217
18- Brian Smith
30.7143537, -95.5758802
19- Joey Schultea Jr. & Stacy Schultea
Also A. Vasquez, Ashley Watson
2017 FM 1375 Rd. E.
Huntsville, TX
95-31-47 N, 95-28-47 W
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EXHIBIT C
Excerpt from Radio Discussions Web Forum

K248BD relaunches on 99.9

https://wwwsadiodiscussions.com/showthread.php?708017-K24SBD-reL.

V.wcome

Panes

T

My Profile

Settlnff

Log Out

ThrefJ

NewPosw Prtyate Messages FAO C&ender Consramfty
* Forum

Uost8catlons

20 US RSo aket

Advanced Searth

FonnAcil

utoc-

on 99.9
Results 1 to 10 of 17

02-05-2018, 10:21 PM
Mdiatrng
Join Date:
Posts:

K248BD relaundses on 99.9
Apr2008
3,079

Found Spanish language relig ous programming on 99.9 near my Cy-Fair location...heard a liner for Pad o Vida, and a
quick check of KRCM 1380 confIrmed it was the same programming. This is the translator that was originally on 97.8
for a few days last year severely interfering with KFNC in NW Harris County.
Transmitter appears to be at the same location, and the signal is fairly decent at my house, but driving around I cars
hear KSHN trying to punch through at times.
While on the subject of 99.9: Supposedly KWJC-LP in the Missouri City area is on the air. Anyone hearing t?
Reply With Quote

#2
KSHN FM 99.9 Shine-All-9 remains dominant in Spring at 1-48 and Leuetta. KSHN is licensed to Liberty, TX but the
tower is a good 15 miles east toward Beaumont. The KSHN oldies selection is unique.
Join Date:
Posts:

Jan 2010
118
Reply With Quote

Seed PM

Getting Spanish relrg ous music loud and dear atmy home off of 2920 and Kuykendahl... oddly enough, I am getting
'KSHN-FM" on the RDS still, Stat on is bleeding over KVST, causing strong interference.

Lb
JoinDate: Jun2016
Posts
124
Seed PM

4

02-07-2018, 01:38 AM
Medafroq + Jot Date: Apr 2006
Posts:
3,079
The aud o on the 99.9 translator is badly averdriven; rough to listen to.
Seed 554

Reply With
S

02-07-2018, 03:00 AM
Now I know what all the complaints are about out there. Thanks for the heads up.
Dade Moore, 10/ST 99.7 FM.
Join Date: Jan 2018
Posts:
9

Indeed it is. Just tried poking up KVST using a Sangean W1t22 in my office at 4S/Louetta, K2405D is still bleeding over
99.7 qu te a b t. 99.9 is clear as a bell with overrnodulated audio, and still shows KSHN-FM on RDS.
ina8y Posted by dade CI
Nowlkwwtalffleccmpla'otsareaboutoutffleie Thanks k,rthe/teadc up

of 3

3/15/2018. 7:36 PM

K248BD relaunches on 99.9

htps://wwwsadiodiscussions.coin/showthread.php?708017-K248BD-reL..

Dade Mocye, KlT99 7FM
Dade, let me know if I can do anything to help get the translator shut down.., :-) I listen to KVST quite a bit down
here in Spring over the air, since the internet stream is very low bitrate and hard to listen to.
Reply With Quote

5d PM

7

2-07-2018, 12.20 PM
Nothing to do. Move on and deal with the stream. The translator is legal.

U)F4
Date:
Poste

May 2016
18
Reply With Quote

Send PM

020720i8, 0103 P4
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EXHIBIT D
Declaration of Benjamin B. Amato

Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Washington, DC 20554
In re Application of
FCC File No. BLFT-20180214AAT
K260DD/K248BD
Call Sign
Facility ID No.
147130

Aleluya Broadcasting Network
For a License to Cover an FM Translator

DECLARATION OF BENJAMIN B. AMATO

I, BENJAMIN B. AMATO, hereby declare as follows:
I am the President of New Wavo Communication Group, Inc. ("New Wavo"). I make this
declaration in voluntary support of New Wavo's Informal Objection and Interference
Complaint concerning the License to Cover Application filed by Aleluya Broadcasting
Network ("ABN") for FM translator K26ODD, Houston, Texas (Facility ID No. 147130)
(formerly K248BD, Hemphill, Texas) ("K26ODD"), to operate at 99.9 MHz on
Channel 260.
2.

New Wavo is the licensee of KVST(FM), Huntsville, Texas (Facility ID No. 26858)
("KVST"), which operates at 99.7 MHz on Channel 259.

3.

To my knowledge and belief, ABN was operating K26ODD on Channel 260 as early as
February 5, 2018- and possibly as early as December 2017.

4.

To my knowledge and belief, ABN's operations of K26ODD are interfering with the signal
of KVST, and has caused a substantial degradation in the quality and coverage of KVST's
signal within its licensed service area.

5.

Since early February 2018, New Wavo has received numerous listener complaints
regarding their inability to tune to KVST on 99.7 MHz - with some listeners reporting that
interference with KVST began as early as December 2017.

6.

Since early February 2018, KVST has experienced a sharp decline in advertising revenue
as a result of advertisers refraining from advertising on KVST due to the degradation in
the station's service quality.

7.

A significant number of advertisers from Magnolia and Tomball, Texas, have refrained
from advertising on KVST since K26ODD began interfering with KVST's signal.
Magnolia and Tomball, Texas, are important business communities within KVST's service
area, and therefore, an important source of advertising revenue for the station.

I

B.

As a result of the reduction in advertising revenue caused by K26ODD's interference with
KVST!s signal, KVST has been irreparably financially damaged.

9.

To date, K260D1) continues to interfere with KVST's signal, which continues to cause
irreparable financial harm to ICVST and New Wavo.

I declare under penalty ofperjury under the laws ofthe United States of America that the facts and
information contained in the foregoing Declaration and Informal Objection are true and correct to
the best of my knowledge, information, or belief.

Executed on March

2018.

EXHIBIT E
Declaration of Dade Moore
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Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Washington, DC 20554
In re Application of
)
)
FCC File No. BLFT-20180214AAT
Aleluya Broadcasting Network
)
K26ODD/K248BD
Call Sign
)
147130
For a License to Cover an FM Translator
Facility
ID
No.
)
)
DECLARATION OF DADE MOORE

I, DADE MOORE, hereby declare as follows:

I am the Engineer of KVST(FM), Huntsville, Texas (Facility ID No. 26858) ("KVST"),
which operates at 99.7 MHz on Channel 259 and is licensed to New Wavo Communication
Group, Inc. ("New Wavo"). I make this declaration in voluntary support of New Wavo's
Informal Objection and Interference Complaint concerning the License to Cover
Application filed by Aleluya Broadcasting Network ("ABN") for FM translator K26ODD,
Houston, Texas (Facility ID No. 147130) (formerly K248BD, Hemphill, Texas)
("K26ODD"), to operate at 99.9 MHz on Channel 260.
2.

To my knowledge and belief, ABN was operating K26ODD on Channel 260 as early as
February 5, 2018- and possibly as early as December 2017.

3.

I became aware that several KVST listeners began having trouble with their receipt of
KVST in February 2018 by participation in the Radio Discussion web forum "K248BD
relaunches on 99.9"- excerpts of which are attached to New Wavo's Informal Objection
as Exhibit C.

4.

To my knowledge and belief, ABN's operations of K26ODD on Channel 260 are interfering
with the signal of KVST, and has caused a substantial degradation in the quality and
coverage of KVST's signal within its licensed service area.

5.

In an effort to mitigate K26ODD's degradation of KVST's signal, I discussed the
interference issue with K26ODD's engineers. K26ODD's engineers refused to cooperate
with my efforts, and informed me that KVST's only recourse was to "talk to [ABN's]
lawyers." Since my contact with K26ODD's engineers, ABN has not contacted me to
mitigate the interference issue.

1

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the facts and
information contained in the foregoing Declaration is true and correct to the best of my knowledge,
information, or belief.

Executed on March 19, 2018.

Dade Moore

2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

l Keenan P. Adarnchak. do hereby certify that I have, this 19th day of March, 20! 8 caused
a copy of the foregoing Informal Objection and Interference Complaint to be sent via electronic
mail to the following:
Dan J. Alpert, Esq.
The Law Office of Dan J. Alpert
2120 N 21st Road
Arlington, VA 22201
djacomm1aw.tv
Counsel for Aieluya Broadcasting Network

('ounsel fbr New J'Vavo Communication Group, Inc.

